Funders Committee Minutes
March 15, 2022 from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m.

Attendance: Angie Jones, Aurey Leslie, Jani Koester, Torrie Kopp Mueller, Jenna Wuthrich, Johneisha Prescott, Jalateefa Joe-Meyers, Sarah Lim

1. More Participant Survey Results
   Angie shared more data analysis of the surveys specific to women, men, youth. The Committee thanked Angie’s work and discussed how to pull a report together that includes provider and participant survey data.

2. EHH Funding Up-dates
   Sarah shared EHH funding updates: State recently requested feedback from CoCs regarding state EHH funding formula. Dane CoC provided the feedback that it would be best to focus on community needs, not so much on community performance, at the State level, and each CoC can evaluate the program performance. The recommendations have been largely adopted. State is scheduled to release the 2022-23 EHH application soon and we will find out how the new funding formula have affected Dane CoC.

3. HSC Data Comparison
   Torrie prepared the Coordinated Entry related data to share with HSC. Committee thanked Torrie and provided feedback (adding % for chronic and adding chronic homeless definition).

4. Compiled Homeless Investments
   Sarah will send out a spreadsheet to gather data on funding information (amount, eligible households, etc) for the City, County, United Way, CoC homeless services funding to develop a 2022 homeless services funding analysis. Committee asked to include and specify information about doubled up family support.

5. Items for the next meeting
   - 2022 work plan
   - Food
   - How to help newer, grassroots organization get prepared for federal grant application processes

Next Meeting: April 5th